2011-2012 Scholarship and Award Winners

E. Nelson James Junior Scholarship ($3,000)
Bradley Wierbowski
University of Scranton (E)
Mu Omicron Chapter

Runners-up ($1,500 each)
Christine Stark
University of North Carolina, Wilmington (S)
Alpha Alpha Upsilon Chapter

Katelyn Bruffy
The College of New Jersey (E)
Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter

Matthew Hill
Ohio Wesleyan University (E)
Eta Sigma Chapter

Elva Bell McLin Senior Scholarship ($4,000)
Kristin Chang
University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (MW)
Theta Zeta Chapter

Runners-up ($2,000 each)
Jon Michael Mitchell
University of Southern Mississippi (S)
Alpha Nu Gamma Chapter

Emily Cole
Mansfield University (E)
Mu Xi Chapter

Travis Lau
University of California, Los Angeles (FW)
Alpha Gamma Omega Chapter

Edwin L. Stockton, Jr., Graduate Scholarship ($4,000)
Michael Winston
University of North Texas (SW)
Tau Delta Chapter

Runners-up ($2,000 each)
Jennifer Doyle-Corn
Florida State University (S)
Rho Epsilon Chapter

Jessica Reyes
Kansas State University (HP)
Alpha Theta Eta Chapter

Jamee Larson
Minnesota State University, Moorhead (MW)
Mu Gamma Chapter

William C. Johnson Distinguished Scholarship ($5,000)
Jennifer Ross
University of Michigan, Flint (MW)
Alpha Theta Gamma Chapter

Runner-up ($3,000)
Hannah Biggs
Otterbein University (E)
Alpha Rho Upsilon Chapter

Study Abroad Scholarship ($3,000 each)
First Round
Emily Witkowski
The College of New Jersey (E)
Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter

Clifford Venho
State University of New York, New Paltz (E)
Pi Tau Chapter

Second Round
Hannah Covington
Oral Roberts University (SW)
Alpha Iota Psi Chapter

Second Round Runner-up ($1,000)
Jenna Lanzaro
The College of New Jersey (E)
Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter

Regent Scholarships ($1,000 each)
Eastern
Rebecca McNulty
The College of New Jersey
Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter

Far Western
Sarah Faulkner
Chapman University
Alpha Zeta Iota Chapter

High Plains
Kelsey Hixson-Bowles
Kansas State University
Alpha Theta Eta Chapter

Midwestern
Christine Blasi
Mount Mary College
Chi Epsilon Chapter
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Regent Scholarships ($1,000 each) (continued)

**Southern**
- Madison Elkins
- Maryville College
- Alpha Rho Kappa Chapter

**Southwestern**
- Tabitha Lowery
- Southern Arkansas University
- Epsilon Theta Chapter

P. C. Somerville Teaching Awards ($2,000 each)
- Melissa Miller
  - University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (MW)
  - Theta Zeta Chapter
- Amanda Hendricks
  - University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (MW)
  - Theta Zeta Chapter

Scholarly Paper Award - Undergraduate ($150)
- Daniel Kasper
  - Southern Arkansas University (SW)
  - Epsilon Theta Chapter

Scholarly Paper Award - Graduate ($150)
- Jennifer Doyle-Corn
  - Florida State University (S)
  - Rho Epsilon Chapter

Scholarship Application Essay Awards ($100 each)
- Travis Lau
  - University of California, Los Angeles (FW)
  - Alpha Gamma Omega Chapter
- Bradley Wierbowski
  - University of Scranton (E)
  - Mu Omicron Chapter
- Jihan Bok
  - Cedarville University (E)
  - Alpha Kappa Delta Chapter

Alumni Epsilon Scholarship ($2,500)
- Erin Arellano
  - University of Nebraska, Omaha (HP)
  - Kappa Gamma Chapter

Outstanding Chapter Awards ($500 each + $350/exhibiting)
- University of North Carolina, Wilmington (S)
  - Alpha Alpha Upsilon Chapter
- University of Nebraska, Kearney (HP)
  - Xi Beta Chapter
- Western Illinois University (MW)
  - Phi Delta Chapter

Elaine W. Hughes Outstanding Sponsor Award ($500)
- Kathy Nixon
  - American University of Kuwait (E/International)
  - Alpha Rho Eta Chapter

Outstanding Regional Sponsor Awards
- Judith Clark
  - Stephens College (MW)
  - Alpha Epsilon Eta Chapter
- Felicia Jean Steele
  - The College of New Jersey (E)
  - Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter

Outstanding Literary Arts Journal Awards
- **1st Place**: Stephens College ($400) (MW)
  - Alpha Epsilon Eta Chapter
- **2nd Place**: University of Alabama ($300) (S)
  - Phi Xi Chapter
- **3rd Place**: Rockhurst University ($300) (MW)
  - Alpha Mu Gamma Chapter
- **Honorable Mention**: Oklahoma Christian University ($250) (SW)
  - Rho Mu Chapter

Project Grants ($500 + $250/exhibiting)
- Eureka College (MW)
  - Theta Lambda Chapter
- Oral Roberts University (SW)
  - Alpha Iota Psi Chapter
- Johnson C. Smith University (S)
  - Xi Lambda Chapter

Service Award ($200/designated charity)
- American University of Kuwait (E/International)
  - Alpha Rho Eta Chapter
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**Student Leadership Awards ($250 each)**
- Cassandra Fultz  
  University of Texas, San Antonio (SW)  
  Beta Omega Chapter
- Celeste Lempke  
  University of Nebraska, Kearney (HP)  
  Xi Beta Chapter

**The Rectangle and Review Writing Awards**

**Elizabeth Holtze Creative Nonfiction Award ($300)**
- Margaret O’Brien  
  Alma College (MW)  
  Alpha Alpha Pi Chapter

**Frederic Fadner Critical Essay Award ($300)**
- Wil Norton  
  Oklahoma Christian University (SW)  
  Rho Mu Chapter

**Herbert L. Hughes Short Story Award ($300)**
- Sarah Tarkany  
  College of Charleston (S)  
  Alpha Epsilon Phi Chapter

**Eleanor B. North Poetry Award ($300)**
- Ainsley Kelly  
  Santa Clara University (FW)  
  Phi Phi Chapter

**Judson Q. Owen Award for Best Piece Overall ($200)**
- Wil Norton  
  Oklahoma Christian University (SW)  
  Rho Mu Chapter

**Chapter Website Awards ($250 each)**

**1st Place:** University of North Carolina, Wilmington (S)  
Alpha Alpha Upsilon Chapter

**2nd Place:** University of Texas, San Antonio (SW)  
Beta Omega Chapter

**Chapter Blog Award ($250)**
- Wayland Baptist University (SW)  
  Eta Theta Chapter

**Individual Blog Award ($250)**
- Rebecca McNulty  
  The College of New Jersey (E)  
  Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter

**Delta Award**
- Kevin Stemmler  
  Clarion University (E)  
  Rho Iota Chapter